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Summary of Government Recommendations
Working Safely during Coronavirus (COVID–19)

The government have set out specific instructions and guidance on how best to keep your workforce and customers 
safe in these ever-changing times. Here are just a few of the implementation recommendations they have published 
to employers:

Stay Alert
We can all help 

control the virus if 
we all stay alert. 

This means 
you must:

• Stay at home as much as possible

• Work from home if you can

• Limit contact with other people

• Keep your distance (1 metre plus)

• Wash your hands regularly

• Do not leave home if you or anyone in your household has symptoms

For Those Who Have to go into Work
• Plan for the minimum number of people needed on site 

to operate safely and effectively.

• Monitor the well-being of people who are working from 

home and helping them stay connected to the rest of the 

workforce, especially if the majority of their colleagues are 

on-site.

• Keep in touch with off-site workers on their working 

arrangements including their welfare, mental and 

physical health and personal security.

• Provide equipment for people to work at home safely and 

effectively, for example, remote access to work systems.

Social Distancing in the Workplace
• You must maintain social distancing in the workplace 

wherever possible.

• Reduction in shared devices.

Workplaces and Workstations
• Workstations should be assigned to an individual as much 

as possible. If they need to be shared, they should be 

shared by the smallest possible number of people. 

Shift Patterns and Working Groups 
• As far as possible, where people are split into teams or 

shift groups, fixing these teams or shift groups so that 

where contact is unavoidable, this happens between the 

same people. 

Accidents, Security and Other Incidents
• Review your incident and emergency procedures to 

ensure they reflect the social distancing principles as far 

as possible.

Moving Around Buildings and Stores
• Reduce movement by discouraging non-essential trips 

within buildings and sites, for example, restricting access 

to some areas, encouraging use of radios or telephones, 

where permitted. These items require cleaning between 

users if multi-use.

• Regulate use of high traffic areas including corridors, lifts, 

turnstiles and walkways to maintain social distancing.

Manage Contacts
• Manage outside queues to ensure they do not cause a 

risk to individuals or other businesses, for example by 

introducing queuing systems, using barriers and having 

staff direct customers.

Keeping the Workplace Clean
• Frequent cleaning of work areas and equipment between 

uses, using your usual cleaning products.

Meetings
• Use remote working tools to avoid in-person meetings.

The Government’s stance is that we as businesses have 
“to assess and manage the risks of COVID-19. ….. and you 
also have a legal responsibility to protect workers and 
others from risk to their health and safety.”
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Servicom’s Solutions
Consider your current communications and explore what can be appended and upgraded from 

the solutions below to help make your system more capable.

Push to Talk over Cellular (PoC)
If you have an existing network you wish to better utilise or need to create a communication system from the ground up, Servicom’s 

Push to Talk over Cellular (PoC) solution may be the best fit. You can use your own device and the mobile app to provide PTT over 

smart devices, or a dedicated PoC handset.

Which devices are suitable 
for your environment:

Office/ Customer Role
Tablet device

Workplace
Smartphone

In the Field
Two-way radio

Monitoring 
Desktop

Radio and Wireless Service
Get the benefit of Push-to-Talk Over 

Cellular (PoC) with a rugged two-way 
radio.

Dispatch
Log in from any Internet connection 

and manage your mobile workforce 

from anywhere.

Mobile app
Turn your phone into a PTT handset 

and get instant communication at 

the touch of a button.

Benefits:
• Long distance communications - with conventional 

radios, communicating over a long distance is very difficult. 

You tend to need equipment such as repeaters to expand 

your radio coverage/network. However, with a PoC solution 

you can now communicate with your team not just locally, 

but nationally or even internationally.

• Low start-up costs - unlike traditional radios there is 

minimal infrastructure investment. No need to invest in 

repeaters, cabling, or radio programming. Once set up by 

Servicom, it is as simple as turning on the unit and starting 

the call by pushing the PTT (push-to-talk) button.

• Instant communication - with just a press of a button, 

Push-to-talk over cellular (PoC) allows you to communicate 

with individuals within your team or groups over distances 

instantly. This communication is over a private closed 

network using a high level of encryption on a cloud server 

securing your private data and communications.

• Easy to set up - this system can be administered/

programmed over the air without the radio needing to be 

returned to the workshop.

Limitations:
• Recurring charges to use the system - however, these 

are transparent and uncomplicated costs which can be 

budgeted for in Opex discussions.
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Simple Radio to Radio System
If you have a small area that needs coverage, a Simple 

Radio to Radio System maybe all that you require.

Scalable Capabilities

Current System

Benefits:
• Good for smaller coverage areas – if you are operating 

on one site and require under 100 radios then a Simple Site 

System is easy and efficient for your needs. 

• Short/ Long term hire options (Managed Service) – 

alongside capital purchase, there are hire options too 

depending on what your immediate and long-term needs 

are.

• Low cost Ofcom licencing – compared to the more 

complex higher capacity and multi-site systems.

• Quick delivery turnaround – this system can be 

administered / programmed and set up within a short 

space of time.

Limitations:
• Limited coverage – if you require larger areas, multiple 

building’s on site and higher user capacity - you may 

want to consider the DMR system.
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Digital Mobile Radio System (DMR)
Alternately, if you currently have a Simple Radio to Radio System you may need to 
consider what your upcoming capacity requirements are and upgrade to a DMR 
solution.

Scalable Capabilities

Current System

Benefits:
• Good for larger buildings - an antenna system can be 

tailored to suit these coverage needs.

• Link to site infrastructure - this system can be connected 

to emergency systems such as fire panels, to receive alarms 

on radios and PBX (internal/external phone system).

• Short/ Long term hire options (Managed Service) – 

alongside capital purchase, there are hire options too 

depending on what your immediate and long-term needs 

are.

Limitations:
• Fixed coverage - if you need to reach out to multiple sites 

and an external workforce, our DMR System including 

Dispatcher and Applications or Push to Talk over Cellular 

(PoC) solution will be the best option.
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Digital Mobile Radio (DMR) System including 
Dispatcher and Applications
Do you require higher capacity, coverage, and control over multiple sites? The Servicom 
DMR System will be the best solution for your expanding requirements. You may also 
wish to consider a dispatcher system and applications for enhanced functionality and 
monitoring capability.

Scalable Capabilities

Current System

Benefits:
• Good for larger buildings - an antenna system can be 

tailored to suit these coverage needs.

• Link to site infrastructure - this system can be connected 

to emergency systems such as fire panels, to receive alarms 

on radios and PBX (internal/external phone system).

• Short/ Long term hire options (Managed Service) - 

alongside capital purchase, there are hire options too 

depending on what your immediate and long-term needs 

are.

• Capability to link multiple sites together - to give a 

tailored bespoke system to find your coverage needs.

• Digital audio quality - one of the key end user benefits of 

DMR digital radio technology is the improvement in audio 

quality over analogue.

• DMR has integrated voice and data capabilities - 

benefits include: Applications (apps) such as GPS location, 

SCADA, text messaging, telemetry, radio programming, job 

ticketing and enhanced safety features extend DMR two-

way radios well beyond merely voice communications.

• Enhanced battery life - greater power efficiency as DMR 

has longer battery life than regular analogue portables. 

• Cost - DMR systems provide predictable costs, with no 

additional airtime fees such as those associated with mobile 

phones.

• Enhanced battery life - greater power efficiency as DMR 

has longer battery life than regular analogue portables. 

• Cost - DMR systems provide predictable costs, with no 

additional airtime fees such as those associated with mobile 

phones.

Limitations:
• Fixed coverage – if you need to reach out to multiple sites 

and an external workforce, our Push to Talk over Cellular 

(PoC) solution may be a consideration.

• Licenced technically assigned multi-site system - 

communications between one or more sites could be 

disrupted if the local area network (LAN) connection is lost.

• Longer lead time to install and will include upfront 

costs on capital purchase – Servicom’s Managed Service  

can eliminate some of the outlay financial stress.
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Hybrid System - Push to Talk over Cellular 
(PoC) and Digital Mobile Radio (DMR)
The Servicom Hybrid System is great for those with a current radio system who are 
needing to expand capacity to additional and remote workers, in a scalable and flexible 
way through unifying DMR with PoC. 

Scalable Capabilities

Current System

Benefits:
• Long distance communications – with the ability to link 

your current radio system with PoC solution you can now 

communicate with your team not just locally, but nationally 

or even internationally.

• Low expansion costs - unlike traditional radios there is 

minimal infrastructure investment to increase capacity. No 

need to invest in repeaters, cabling, or radio programming. 

Once set up by Servicom, it is as simple as turning on the 

unit and starting the call by pushing the PTT (push-to-talk) 

button.

• Instant communication - with just a press of a button, 

Push-to-talk over cellular (PoC) allows you to communicate 

with individuals within your team or groups over distances 

instantly. This communication is over a private closed 

network using a high level of encryption on a cloud server 

securing your private data and communications.

• Bringing non-radio users onto the network –  

by expanding your coverage through PoC.

• Leverage the equipment you already own – through the 

dedicated PoC mobile app which turns your mobile device 

into a PTT handset and get instant communication at the 

touch of a button.

• Talk group/user ID’s shared – throughout the system no 

matter what device you are operating.

• Radio systems can also be integrated into line-of-

business applications - such as computer aided dispatch 

and work order management. Even enabling DMR users 

to communicate when people are on different devices or 

networks.

Limitations:
• Recurring charges to use the system - however, these 

are transparent and uncomplicated costs which can be 

budgeted for in Operating Expendature (OPEX) discussions. 
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Hybrid Technology Systems -  
Communications & Surveillance
Servicom can also provide the next evolution in the digital security market. By 
combining the power of digital voice and data communications with Artificial 
Intelligence provided by video secuirty (within your existing system or new installation), 
we are able to protect your assets, staff and customers in this ever-evolving 
environment.

Scalable Capabilities

Current System

• Thermal Camera Technology  

By detecting faces and elevated skin temperatures, you 

have the ability to pre-screen individuals at dedicated 

location points which will alert the responsible person for 

evaluating the situation further. 

• Face Mask Detection and Social Distancing  

Using video analytics, you can detect the efforts of 

individuals complying with these government guidelines 

and be able to run reports for health and safety data.  

• Occupancy Counting Technology  

With AI-powered video analytics, you are able to count 

entry and exit occupancy numbers. A powerful tool to 

understand foot traffic in designated areas of your business. 

• Unified Systems 

Integration of video security with your existing 

communications provision gives you an elevated level of 

unification, enabling you to make informed decisions, 

predicting and reacting to situations with certainty. 

Here are a few ways in which video security and video analytics can benefit your business:

Skin Temperature 
Using Thermal Cameras

Facial Detection 
Using Video Analytics

Social Distancing 
Monitoring Technology

Control Room  
Monitoring 
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How Can Servicom Help You Meet the 
Government Requirements?
We can assist in helping you to navigate the new government guidelines on safe 
working and health and safety through collaboratively identifying and designing a 
solution to accommodate these new and ever-evolving requirements.
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How will you meet your obligations?

Talk to Us – We Are Here to Help
Servicom account managers are experts in their fields and are trained in various communications disciplines across multiple 

industry sectors. Servicom take technology forward by creating new, or working with existing systems to solve your problems. 

Let us solve your problems!
Our expertise brings together traditional land mobile two-way radio with cutting edge data solutions including Artificial 

intelligence enhanced CCTV systems. Our experience allows us to develop and deploy systems that carry on beyond voice to 

meet and exceed your specifications.

E: info@servicom.co.uk
T: 01527 510800
www.servicom.co.uk

• Reduce contact between each other and encourage social distancing. This is achieved by connecting fellow team members 

through unified communication systems and applications across different platforms, tailored to how your business works and 

can change as you do.

• Help you to manage the risks by scaling your capacity and system functionality to meet your business needs.

• Monitor the well-being of staff and visitors on your sites by measuring peoples’ temperatures with thermal cameras.

• Reduce and monitor movement around your site, by tailoring a unified communications solution which includes the ability to 

link up remote workers and multiple sites with reliability and efficiency.  

Main Switch Board  +44 (0)1527 510800
Support Centre         +44 (0)1527 510611

Email  info@servicom.co.uk
Web    www.servicom.co.uk 
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